UNIVERSITY OF KERALA

Notification

1. The following is the provisional list of Register Numbers of the successful candidates at the Fourth Semester B.Sc ELECTRONICS Degree Examination October 2015,2005 Scheme Supplementary as declared by the board of Examiners.

2. The Marklists of the Candidates will be sent to the respective centers.

3. Candidates who wish to get their answer books revalued/scrutinized should send their application in the prescribed form along with required fees so as to reach the controller of examination ,University of Kerala on or before 14.06.2016

Controller of Examinations

University Buildings,
Thiruvananthapuram,
C.H.M.M College of Advanced Studies Palayamkunnu (801)

B Sc Electronics (340)
Passed in Parts (Subject codes given in brackets)
08801018()

College of Applied Sciences Adoor (802)

B Sc Electronics (340)
Passed in Parts (Subject codes given in brackets)
08802011() 017()

Emmanuel College Vazhichal (804)

B Sc Electronics (340)
Passed in Parts (Subject codes given in brackets)
08804012() 014()

National College Ambalathara (807)

B Sc Electronics (340)
Passed in Parts (Subject codes given in brackets)
08807022()

UIT Kuravankonam (950)

B Sc Electronics (340)
Passed in Parts (Subject codes given in brackets)
08950018() 019()

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

University Buildings,
Thiruvananthapuram,
Dated : 27.05.2016